Behold, I send
My Messenger,
And he will
prepare the
way before Me.
Malachi 3:1
March, 2002

The

Long

Way Around!
The
rule
seems to be
that the further you go to
get there the
less it costs,
at least when
going to PNG.
This time, instead of going
through Hong
Kong, we go
through London! But, actually this is a
praise
as
while
we’re
there we’ll be
able to visit
some
miss i o n a r y
friends from
PNG. It’ll be
especially
good
for
Daniel
and
Stefanie
as
the children
are some of
their
best
friends.
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We’re Off!

Prayer Briefs:
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We
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plane tickets and the our baggage allowance! d o e s n ’ t
stop there!
n e e d e d
We’ll need to unpack all
monthly support came in.
our stuff, set the house
Once we arrive in
back up and I’ll be digPapua New Guinea we
ging into several repair
will be spending about
jobs that are waiting for
two weeks in the capital
me. Please pray that God
city buying supplies for
will give us strength and
the next three years of
wisdom as we get going
living in the jungle. After
again. Thanks so much!
shipping it off we will fly

Visa, it’s everywhere
you want to be.
And, you’ve got to have
one if you want to get
there! Pray that the process
of getting them would go
smoothly and quickly.

On the Road... Again.
Once again we go into
travel mode and we’ve
about worn it out! It’ll be
tough to be hopping around
the world for a month so
please pray for endurance
and strength.

A Change of Pace.
PNG runs on a different
schedule and that will
mean a whole new routine
for the kids. Pray for them
as they adjust to life at
home.

Almost Finished
The last report we received had the new Bible
school classroom structure
up with a roof and the walls
about 3/4 done. It still
needs a floor, some windows and a couple doors.
On top of that, we are running out of room and we will
need to build a women’s
dorm soon. Good problems
but they need money. First
we need the money to pay

the workers who built the
classroom this far and those
who have sold us trees off
their land. $5,000 should
get the classroom completed and everything paid
off. Then we need money to
buy the supplies for a new
dorm and get it built. That’s
probably another $3,500. A
lot of money but not bad for
a whole building! Please
pray that God will supply.
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